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Editorial 

THE THRIPLOW JOURNAL 

 

 

Congratulations to all those concerned with organizing the Fun Day as part of Thriplow’s 

millennium celebrations!  Everything went well and it was good to see  many of the 

younger and newer members of Thriplow’s residents arranging the programme and taking 

part.  The Thriplow Society had an Exhibition in the Village Hall of some of our archival 

materials, particularly photographs, and many came to turn the albums and to reflect on 

Thriplow’s past.  Unfortunately there were fewer to inspect the Exhibition in the old 

Duxford Chapel which had taken place the previous week as part ofq joint display with the 

historical societies of Sawston, Pampisford, Whittlesford, and Hinxton, although groups 

came from our neighbouring villages.     

 

All members should now have received their programme for next year.  If not please 

contact the Secretary, Betty Parker in Church Street.  Our next meeting is a social one, an 

outing to Denny Abbey and Farm Museum near Waterbeach.  This is in the remains of a 

medieval abbey housing an important folk and farm implement museum and now under the 

direction of English Heritage.  The guided visit is at 2.0pm on Saturday 9 September.  

Details for booking will shortly be announced by poster displayed in the Village Stores.  

Our last social event was highly successful-punting on the river Cam on one of the very 

best evenings in this poor summer.  The river was crowded with craft and the air full of 

excitement.  After an hour on the river we made our way to have supper in the open air at 

the Green Man, Granchester.  Unhappily we could raise only enough participants to fill one 

punt!  Our very skilled puntsman was Lewis Stone.  Perhaps the lack of interest was due to 

football being shown on television when England was progressing towards exit from the 

World Cup. 
 

We have been asked by the Management Committee of the Village Hall if we could move 

our schedule of Monday meetings to another evening.  This is to accommodate the 

Dancing classes that take place regularly every week.  Please note announcements about 

the change of date: the new date is likely to be Friday.  Our apologies for this re-

arrangement. 

 

We are happy to announce that the design for a small stained glass window in the Church 

(see illustration on back of last issue’s cover) has been approved by the Thriplow Society, 

the P.C.C. and the Diocese and we can now ask the artist to proceed.  Projected date for 

completion is in the summer of next year. 
 

 

 

  Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering, Joint Editors. 

 

 



Profile 

ALAN LAWRENCE PERCIVAL 

1913-2000 

 

 
Alan was born on the 8

th
 February 1913 in the Borough of Ealing, north London. His father was 

a telegraphist for the Post Office becoming eventually Post Master in the House of Commons. 

During the first world war he naturally served in the Signals. Alan was the second of five 

children. He went to school in Fulham and then to Battersea Grammar School. In 1932 he went 

to Jesus College, Cambridge, to read Engineering and was there for four years obtaining a first 

class degree, and in the last year worked for his professor as an assistant. On one memorable 

occasion he was let down a well at a lunatic asylum to test the vibrations of the bucket! 

In 1936 he went to America for two years as a Commonwealth Fund Fellow, the first year was 

spent at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, (M.I.T) and the second at Harvard. While he 

was there he spent the summer vacation on an extensive tour of the States. He returned to 

England to continue his research, in June 1938 and was elected a Fellow of Jesus College; the 

first engineer to be elected a Fellow. He was only twenty five. In the same year he married his 

first wife Hazel Guest from Newnham College, whom he had met through their respective Boat 

Clubs. Alan was a keen rower though not heavy enough to be a first class rower, but he was an 

excellent sculler. He coached his club for many years. His first daughter, Lynda, was born in 

1939 and his second daughter, Carol, in 1940. In the same year his wife sadly contracted T.B. In 

those days there was no known cure for this terrible disease.  Hazel died in 1949. 

During the war he was in a reserved occupation training engineers in Cambridge and during the 

long vacation he worked on Spitfires at De Havillands at Hatfield. After the war he continued to 

teach engineering at Cambridge, many of his former students becoming his firm friends. A 

friend Freddy Britain formed ‘The Roosters’ at Jesus, a social club with much ritual and fun, and 

Alan eventually became its Lord Chamberlain. It was then that the now famous ‘Cockerel 

Collection’ started. Alan always maintained they did not collect cockerels, they just arrived. The 

Jesus College coat of arms is taken from that of its founder Bishop Allcock, which incorporates 

a cock, a pun on his name. The collection now numbers many thousands from all parts of the 

world. 



When Alan was a boy he was a keen boy scout and on coming up to University he joined the 

University Rover Crew, eventually becoming its leader. This led on to him becoming President 

of the University Scout and Guide Club, a position he held for 29 years. The Woodlarks Trust, 

with which he was involved for 30 years from the early 1950s until 1983, ran summer camps for 

disabled men at Farnham, Surrey. Alan would take students down to help him organise the fun 

and games and general running of the camp. 

In 1954 Alan became Bursar of Jesus, and held the post for nine years, he still taught but his 

lecture duties were reduced and he had to give up rowing. He was also head of the Mechanics 

Group of the University and Director of Studies in Engineering at Jesus. 

In 1956 he met Moira at an Engineering Department Christmas Party. Moira was a research 

assistant in the department. They were married six months later in June 1957. At first they lived 

in Huntingdon Road, then in 1958 they moved to a college house in Park Terrace until 1976. 

Their daughter Diana was born in 1958 and Michael in 1964. In 1962 Alan gave up being Bursar 

but did another year in 1964; he became President of his college for three years in the late 1960s. 

In the early 1970s he became Secretary of the Old Members Society and continued in that role 

until he was 80. He instituted summer garden parties for families, a common occurrence now but 

unusual then. He also instituted regional parties throughout the country.  When he had time he 

enjoyed playing golf and for about 10 years went on an annual skiing holiday. 

In 1976 the family came to Thriplow; their college house was getting too large and they wanted 

to move before Alan retired. He was a very handy man, able to turn his hand to many tasks, and 

when their daughter Diana became disabled he adapted the house for her. He was an expert with 

the sewing machine and as well as making himself safari suits, he made the curtains for the north 

transept, and the jackets for the calor gas heaters in the church. He designed five of the church 

kneelers, including the one of St George and the Dragon. In the early 1980s he took up oil 

painting at a class run in the village by Pauline Bunyan, and also found much pleasure in 

gardening and cooking  

Alan retired from his lectureship in 1978 but remained a Fellow, and as Secretary of the Jesus 

College Cambridge Society he retained a room at Jesus. He became Treasurer of the Jesus Boat 

Club Trust and built up their finances to a very healthy level, and remained in that position until 

he was 81. Also in 1978 he became Chairman of Thriplow Village Hall Management 

Committee, and oversaw the building of a new kitchen and toilet extension. He remained 

chairman until 1988 when he was succeeded by Peter Speak. He was a committed Christian and 

became treasurer of the Parochial Church Council in 1982 until 1996. He produced and paid for 

a set of notelets depicting Thriplow, which were sold in aid of Daffodil Weekend funds. And in 

1995 he and Moira donated a sixth bell, a treble, to go with the newly tuned and re-hung bells in 

Thriplow church.  

In the late 1980s he was diagnosed with a heart condition and in 1988 had a triple bypass and 

new aortic valve. He lived an active and busy life until shortly before his death on 11
th

 June 

2000. He leaves eleven grandchildren and five great grandchildren. Alan loved living in 

Thriplow, he believed in it as a community and did much to foster a sense of belonging.   

Shirley Wittering. 



OAK APPLES 

 

It is said that the oak tree attracts more insect species that any other tree. Among them are the 

gall wasps which deposit their eggs in the plant tissue and the activity of the hatched grubs 

creates the galls which we know as Oak Apples. 

What a display of them this year! Our most notable oak, that in the garden of Graham and Janet 

Wynn’s home in Middle Street, was covered with them, some the size of cricket balls. Perhaps 

the best example I saw was on the by-road from the A603 to Wimpole Hall which is shown in 

my photograph. 

May 29
th

 is Oak Apple Day though few people celebrate it now. Charles II was born on that 

day in 1630 and hid from Cromwell’s men in an oak tree after his defeat at the Battle of 

Worcester on 3
rd

 September 1651. On May 29
th

 1660, he made his triumphal re-entry into 

London. 

 

 

 
 

 

Caption – A young oak standing on the west side of the by-road leading from the A603 to 

Wimpole Hall showing the mass of oak apples it carried in Spring 2000. 

 

Bill Wittering 

 
 

 



 
 



ARRIVAL IN THRIPLOW  

Betty Parker 

 

Betty’s house is beyond 

Honeysuckle Cottage then known 

as ‘Careless’. Can anyone name 

the men in the picture? 

“1980 – Moving home from Kent - 

don’t want to move but work 

decrees we must – can’t find a 

suitable house. Despair!  By 

chance we drive through Thriplow 

– here is a house in Church Street 

for sale – just right for us. Relief! 

Soon after moving in I wrote to a 

friend saying, ‘It is so quiet here, it is more usual to hear a horse or a tractor going by than a car’, 

not so now but still an oasis in today’s hectic world. 

I remember the snowfall of January 1982 when the wind blew the snow off the fields and every 

road out of Thriplow was blocked. Few got to work that day, the village was full of people 

walking about, enjoying the sunshine and scuffing up the clean snow with their feet like 

children. I remember also, that first summer, John Pettit leaning on the fence overseeing my 

gardening efforts and telling me the best varieties of vegetable seeds to sow. ‘Anything will 

grow here’ he said, ‘if you stick your finger in the soil it will grow!’. In the course of each day 

Kath Pettit and Mrs Alf Sheldrick would pay their social visits via the Sheldrick’s vegetable 

garden which at that time ran along the bottom of our garden. 

I remember: Mr Willett, from the cottage across the road, walking up the lane picking up bits of 

loose wood from the hedgerow to take home to be whittled; George Fuller leaning on the gate at 

Anno Domini waiting for someone to chat to; Miss Wright sitting in the doorway of her cottage, 

next to George Fullers’, and taking her afternoon stroll along Church Street; George Hall going 

to and fro on his tractor as he went about his daily work. How small tractors were in those days 

compared to the huge pieces of equipment that rumble past our house now. 

Through the 1980s, as I drove into Church Street at about 1.30pm each day, I met Mossy Arbon 

travelling the other way on his tractor, returning to work after his lunch. Always, there was a big 

smile and a cheery wave of the hand. 

All are gone now, except Kath Pettit. There are new people here, but it is still a good place to 

live – I am glad we came.”   

 

Betty Parker 



Thriplow Landscape Group – Update 
 

This is the Landscape Group’s third summer and it has been a busy one. After surveying the field by the 

school (Squirrel’s Grove and Close) with a plane table in February, we gathered on a beautiful day in July 

together with Steve Kemp from the County Councils Department of Archaeology. He had brought an 

auger with which we took some soil samples to give us a soil profile.    The following week we were 

joined by Peter Cott from Great Bardfield who brought a resistivity meter with which he surveyed the 

school playing field. This sends an electric probe down into the earth to the depth of one metre, and if 

there are any hard surfaces such as buildings or walls, shows them up on a computer screen which can 

subsequently be printed out. 

 

At the same time some of us were trying our hand at dowsing, an age old method of using rods to find 

anomalies in the soil, beside the school, behind the bus shelter. The results were plotted on graph paper 

and we were intrigued to see whether the resistivity meter would duplicate the findings. Unfortunately 

just before we had finished surveying the school meadow, the machine broke. We retired to the Green 

Man for lunch and Peter agreed to come back when the machine had been mended. 

 

A few weeks previously we had been given permission by Elizabeth Williams of 9 Church Street, (known 

to many as Miss Wright’s cottage), to go into the field behind her house to look for the tumulus which 

gives Thriplow its name. One of our number Jim Wilson, had been introduced to the man who had first 

excavated the tumulus in 1953/4, Dr David Trump, and invited him to revisit the site of his first ‘dig’. 

After nearly fifty years and with the field now divided up, it was difficult to remember exactly where the 

tumulus was, so he also used his dowsing rods to find the edge of the ditch which surrounded the 

tumulus.  

 

Three weeks ago I was very excited to be invited up in an Auster plane kept at Duxford to take some 

aerial photos, as the wheat was just turning colour and any crop marks would show up clearly. On a 

beautiful afternoon David Miller (who owned the plane) and I circled high above the village, and there 

below us was the tumulus clearly showing up as green among the ripening wheat, just where David 

Trump had said it was!  

 

In the March and April meetings next year the Landscape Group will report on its findings so far, and I 

will try to explain how and when the shape of the village as we know it today grew out of several isolated 

settlements that were there in pre-Norman times.   

 

We are very grateful to Oliver Walston for permission to survey both Squirrel’s Grove and Godson’s 

Close, and to Julie Freeman, Head Teacher of Thriplow School for permission to survey the school 

playing field, otherwise known as Savages. Also to Elizabeth Williams for permission to walk through 

her garden and explore her field. 

 

Shirley Wittering 

 

NB. A report of David Trump’s excavations of the Tumulus appeared in the Proceedings of the 

Cambridge Antiquarian Society Vol.XLIX (1956) pp. 1-12.    

 



HEDGE DATING - Number of species per 30 metre stretch.  June 2000   

 

SPECIES LOWER St LONG CROFT Rd Church Field Whittlesford Footpath TOTAL SPECIES 

 Plantation NORTH SOUTH W N W (1) W (2) E  

 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3       

Elderberry               8 

Privet               7 

Elm (common)               5 

Sycamore               7 

Horse Chestnut               2 

Beech               1 

Blackthorn               3 

Hawthorn               13 

Ash               5 

Cherry (Gean)               3 

Buckthorn               1 

Field Maple               3 

Dog Rose               7 

Dogwood               1 

Wych Elm               1 

Total Number 5 10 6 5 5 7 4 2 3 4 2 4 5 5  

List of Flowers growing in field by Tumulus:- Fumitory; Mignonette; Poppy; Shepherd Purse; Scentless Mayweed; Small Bindweed; Field Pansy; red Deadnettle; Dandelion; 

Speedwell; White Campion; Bistort 



Walking in the Shadow of Childhood 

 

Part I 

 
By Sean Hogan 

 

By the time this article is published I will have been a resident of Thriplow for 30 

years, with the accolade of being here both man and boy. As I write this I reminisce 

that I am one of the few of the 1970s generation of Thriplow School children still to 

be in permanent residence here. My colleagues have inevitably gone, though now and 

again they return and we casually acknowledge one another in the Green Man. I 

would like to think that in the mind’s eye of the few remaining elders of the village, I 

could now be considered a ‘local’! 

 

Sean (L) with a school friend and kittens 

 

My childhood in Thriplow was not without incident. I have always been reticent about 

talking openly of my illness for fear of joining that over burdened bandwagon known 

as “How I survived adversity”, but it has played a very significant and substantial role 

in my life and continues to do so. 

I have a rare condition known as ‘Allgroves Syndrome’, the understanding of this 

condition in the medical profession is still very much in its infancy, so those of us 

with it are like gold dust; I am also part of a world-wide study group. In medical 

jargon it is known as the 3A Syndrome which stands for Achalasia. I have difficulty 

in swallowing, Alachrymose, an inability to produce tears and sufficient saliva, and 

A.C.T.H. which is an adrenal deficiency, re:Addisons of which I mentioned 

previously in my profile (Vol.8/2 Winter 1999) of this Journal. Those of us who have 



this condition vary from person to person and I have a fourth facet which is a 

neurological problem which affected the development of my muscles, especially in 

my legs and arms. 

When one is born with a relatively serious illness which affects one’s ability to do 

what everyone else takes for granted, then one’s life inevitably goes off on a different 

tangent. Much of my childhood was spent in a dreamy fatigue as my young body 

acclimatised to taking steroids which have some pretty nasty side effects. Ignorance 

of other peoples’ disabilities is the worst enemy and I was often shown the ugliest 

aspect of human nature which hounded me throughout my schooling and again now, 

as an adult. I find it curious to reflect that I once could circumference this village with 

relative ease and go round rowdy with the best of them, but today this is far more 

difficult. 

We now arrive at what is for me the most poignant part of this article and holds a 

sacred place in my memory, because it represents the starting line of my life in 

Thriplow. As I write this piece it is 1
st
 May 2000 – this will be my 30

th
 summer here 

and it is those pictures of summer which are the most vivid. From my workroom 

window I look out over ‘the View’. For those unfamiliar with Thriplow’s geography, 

‘the View’ is the meadow to the east end of Middle Street adjoining Barenton’s 

Manor. As a child I remember it being owned by Geoffrey Vinter, a man who seemed 

ancient to my young eyes, and is now owned by the Braithwaite family. It was here 

roughly 23 years ago that I watched, engrossed on a cold November afternoon, Mr 

Vinter’s grandson, Christopher Melesi, plant two svelte ash saplings which are now 

stout young trees, marking for me in a very profound way, the passage of time.  

Here too I was laid on my back in the soporific heat of my fourth East Anglian 

summer, to smell the musky rye and cocksfoot grass which grows here, and through 

my juvenile eyes I traced a fleeting swallow through a cerulean sky. I still feel a sense 

of diminutive stature when standing at the top end of the ‘View’ looking towards 

Chishill and the Barkway Hills beneath such an immensity of sky. But that is not why 

I have drawn your attention to the ‘View’, it is the six mature trees which grow 

within, especially one of them, an ancient, monumental, fan-shaped sycamore, whose 

weathered bark reads like Braille and is steeped in our childhoods. This tree has 

lingered in my conscience for 30 years; every day I have looked over to it. As a scuff-

kneed child, roaming in a nomadic posse which fluctuated seasonally, our chiefs 

being Christopher Speak, (the editor’s son), Angus Crawford, (now a presenter on 

Radio 4), and Jason McGinty with his brother Tom and the Smith lads, this tree 

became the focal point of our aimless wanderings. We would crowd into its crown of 

branches, perch for a while and come home covered in green lichen, much to the 

annoyance of our parents. Many a dusk was spent listening to Cambridgeshire’s 

breath whisper and ripple its canopy and sway its branches to the ever present 

accompaniment of the blackbird. If we felt daring enough we would all straddle along 

one of its branches, like sailors, our legs dangling like wet washing, all much to the 

irritation of Geoffrey Vinter who often chastened us for climbing his trees! This was 

of course, like water off a duck’s back to us!  

This is a tree of fermenting childhood dreams; in the winter those branches form an 

intricate filigree, for only the moon to climb, and in the brilliance of summer, beneath 

its dappled shade it is still a tree of therapeutic nuances, but in adulthood, I find 



there’s something eerily symbolic in the fact that, that very same branch has withered 

and died, as if adult cynicism has broken the spell.  

The ‘View’ with its sheep trails and petrified ash, its trees immersed in an autumn 

mist, conjured up notions of ghost stories and tales of witches and demons. In our pre-

pubescent minds folklore was made on the spot and lasted a night, but nothing lasts 

forever and naivety drifted in those last years of childhood as secondary school 

beckoned. Increasingly we would shamble off to the chalk pits, now entitled ‘Nature 

Reserve’, to be rowdy and to secretly smoke and drink what was then smuggled 

exotic brews. Then there came a short period when the Girl Guides camped in the 

‘View’; this was open season to us and our ever expanding tribe would go round 

letting tents down, providing us with instantaneous puerile laughs, until the day one of 

our number was caught. 

One of the effects of my illness was that I developed more slowly than my 

contemporaries, mentally and physically. A distance developed between us. It soon 

became obvious ‘testosterone’ was abroad and my friends’ attentions wavered from 

that rough and tumble world, our posse fractured and evaporated. I was soon to be 

alone. 

I was not immune to the lures of the opposite sex, they seemed another continent 

away! Having two older sisters and a mum meant that my environment was 

dominated by girls and one just seemed to have had a basin full!  However, three 

years before the dismantlement of childhood, in 1977 the only new housing 

development in Thriplow was sited in School Lane, (I remember the water-logged 

field before they built the houses) and with it came my first excruciating crush. If it is 

possible to be spellbound, then I was. Here carried along and harboured in that 

summer of Tizer lemonade, daisy chains and games of “Do you like Butter?” came an 

ash blond, bobby dazzler whose iridescence was intoxicating! This was the era of 

ample, free and easy time, where adult commitments seemed a life time away. My 

generation would ambivalently witness the dying embers of a ‘Genuine Rural 

Community’ pre the building of the M11. 

My first encounter with this disappearing bucolic world was the village shop, under 

the ownership of Ray Hill. The shop in my eyes was a universe of dust and gloom, 

melting lollypops, nooks and crannies and a magpie’s paradise. Largely untouched 

since the turn of the century, I recollect the arthritic clock that seemed to tick in a 

vacuum of time, and at that impressionable age, it seemed to reflect the pace of life 

around me. The shop was pungent with tobacco odours; I recall a meat slice with 

which flies held courtship. The only observation of health and safety that Ray seemed 

to observe was his white ‘patisserie’ overall! Although I didn’t realise it at the time, 

those shuffling figures who towered above me and spoke in soft mantras of a farming 

world which, in time, I would become indoctrinated, were the last of Thriplow’s 

indigenous population, though to my impatient eyes , they just seemed to add to the 

clutter and chaos. Ray Hill was one of the founding fathers of T.A.D.S. the Thriplow 

Amateur Dramatic Society whose other founder members were; Lewis Stone, Janet 

Hackett, Ian King, Sally Bone, John and Joyce Luckham and Barbara Pointon. Their 

phenomenal sets would often share our assemblies at school and appear as if by magic 

overnight!   

To be continued 



POSTCARDS OF THRIPLOW  

by Bill Wittering 

In the eight years since the Society was founded, no fewer than 51 different postcards 

have come to our attention. Some I have purchased, some have been given to the 

Society and some have been loaned to us and been copied.  

It is not always easy to decide what is a postcard and what is not. The reason for this 

is that in the early days of home photography, it was common practice for the person 

developing the film to produce the prints on postcard-sized paper and with the back 

marked up like a normal postcard. So whilst we are more than happy to borrow any 

pictures of Thriplow to copy, I am including in this article only those that were readily 

available to all. 

They are listed in the table that follows. I have divided it into two sections; the first 

part shows the cards produced from the early 1900s up to about the start of the Second 

World War and the second part shows ‘modern’ cards – i.e. those produced in the post 

war era. Thirty cards qualify as ‘early’ and the remaining twenty-one fall into the 

‘modern’ category. 

Only two producers of early cards have come to light. Sixteen were published by the 

postmaster, Mr John Softly and fourteen by Robert H Clark of Royston. John Softly 

needs no further mention as his story featured in the two recent issues of the Journal. 

Robert H Clark had a shop at 8 High Street, Royston. The shop is still there to this day 

and is, I understand, run by his daughter. Until five years ago, remainders of his old 

cards were still being sold in the shop but, sadly, they have all gone now. Mr Clark 

would cycle all over North Herts and South Cambs taking his pictures and his 

trademark was his bicycle, which sometimes featured in his photographs. 

I have been unable to find out anything about Mr Bourne who was one of the first 

postcard publishers in the field after the war other than that he gave his address, (32 

Babingley Drive, Leicester), on the back of his cards. I understand that his cards were 

on sale in the post office at the time Mr Witter managed the shop in the nineteen 

sixties 

.One wonders why we needed so many cards in the pre-war years. Who the were the 

people who bought them? Did we have a lot of visitors to the village in those days? 

Were they perhaps members of hiking and cycling clubs? Were they visitors to 

friends or relations in Thriplow? Or were they villagers who couldn’t resist 

photographs of their own village? 

I should like to finish by thanking all those people who have given or loaned 

photographs, paintings and pictures to us for copying. We are always pleased to 

borrow such items and will take good care of them and return them in due course if 

wished. But most of all, I am indebted to our member, Pete Lawrence of Hardwick, 

who has added very considerably to the list and has presented the Society with copies 

of cards we did not have. If you have any old cards of the village, please remember 

the Society. We do not always have original cards and we accept that, even with 

Pete’s help, the list is unlikely to be complete!       



 

 

 

 

 

 



LIST OF POSTCARDS SHOWING THRIPLOW SCENES 

EARLY CARDS (Up to World War II)   

Date Ref. No Publisher/Printer Subject Type 

? J5301 Softly Church Street Black & White 

photograph 

 

 

 

? J6763 “ War Memorial “             “               “  

? J6764 “ Lower Street Sepia photograph  

    ? J6765    “ Gowards     “             “  

    ? J6766    “ School Black & White 

photograph 

 

    ? J6767    “ Bassetts    ?  

    ? J6769    “            Manor House     “             “               “    

    ? J6770    “ Dower House (with Sir Douglas Robinson & niece Evelyn)     “             “               “  

    ? J6771    “ Post Office with John Softly outside     “             “               “  

    ? J6772    “ Church     “             “               “  

    ? J6773    “ The Green     “             “               “  

    ? J6774    “ Inside Church     “             “               “  

    ? J7754    “ Middle Street Sepia photograph  

    ? J7755?    “ Cricket Field Black & White 

photograph 

 

     ? J7808     “ Lower Street     “             “               “  

    ? J9521    “ Thriplow Place     “             “               “  

    ?  1 Robert H Clark  School     “              “              “  

    ?  4             “ Red Lion (from North)     “              “              “  

    ?  6             “ The Green     “              “              “  

    ?  8             “ Thriplow House     “              “              “  

    ? 10             “ Drive to Bury  Sepia photograph  

    ? 12             “ The Vicarage      “              “  

    ?          ?             “ Shop & Red Lion (from South)(with cart)     “              “               “  

    ?          ?             “ Shop & Red Lion (from South)(with man + horse)     “              “               “   



    ?          ?             “ Dower House     “              “               “        

    ?          ?             “ Church     “              “               “  

    ?          ?             “ Church (different view) Sepia photograph  

    ?          ?             “ Composite (seven views) Black & White 

photographs 

 

    ?          ?             “ The Green Man Sepia photograph  

MODERN CARDS (After World War II) 

 

 

     

Date Ref. No Publisher/Printer Subject Type 

    ?          ? AW Bourne 15 & 17 Middle Street Black & White photograph   

    ?          ?             “ Church Organ Sepia photograph  

    ?          ?             “ Church Black & White photograph  

    ?          ?             “ Thatched Cottages (45-49 Church Street)     “              “             “  

    ?           ?             “ Old Blacksmith’s Shop      “               “              “  

    ? 266 Connemara Series Post Office Sepia Photograph  

    ? 292           “              “ Lower Street      “              “  

1980’s          ? Noel Tatt Ltd. Church Black & White drawing  

   “          ?             “ Shop     “             “           “  

   “          ?             “ Smithy     “             “           “  

1980s          ?             Thriplow Farms 

FFarms/SAW 

Aerial View of Church Colour photograph  

1980s          ?            Philip Brearey 

Brearey/S.A.W. 

Smithy Drawing on coloured card  

1980s          ?    Alfred George Church Black & White drawing  

1980s          ? David Betson P O Stores Black & White drawing  

1978?          ? Alan Percival/Judges The Manor Colour photograph on 

notelet 

 

1980’s                      ? Daffodil Committee The Bury Colour photograph  

    “          ?         “              “ The Smithy       “              “  

    “           ?         “               “ Church, school & shop       “              “  

    “           ?         “               “ Church       “              “ 

 

 

 

 

 

    “ 

1980’s 

          ? W.I./Judges Church Colour photograph  

1990          ? Walker Print Int. Pet Crematorium Gates with Mr. Jackman Colour photograph  



Gleanings 

 

In Memoriam: We are very sorry to record the sudden death of John Luckham on 

Saturday September 2
nd

. He was a very active member of the Society and we hope to 

include a profile of him in our next issue. We extend our deepest sympathies to his 

wife Joyce and his family 

 Thanks To:  Oliver Walston for the loan of a photograph of Thriplow Farms 

Harvest Supper at the University Arms in 1947. 

To Jim Mynors for the generous gift to the Society of the Millennium Fowlmere Book 

Sean Hogan for the gift of the original artwork for the Daffodil Weekend poster. 

To Peter Lawrence for copies of several postcards of Thriplow that we did not have. 

Bill has written about Thriplow’s postcards elsewhere in this Journal. 

To Derek Green for the loan of a photo of the cottage in which he was born. 

To Rose Moule for photos of Jubilee Year 

 HAVE YOU PAID YOUR SUBSCIPTION YET? 

Whilst we like members to pay their subscriptions promptly, we have yet to issue a 

notice similar to the one Bill Wittering received in his Spring 2000 copy of The 

Basketmakers’ Association Newsletter. It read: “This will be your last unless your 

subscription for 20000 is paid.” ! 

 A Web Site worth visiting – Flora for Fauna, a postcode plant database. It is 

linked to The Natural History Museum’s website – fff.nhm.ac.uk.     

PLEASE NOTE OUR CHANGED DATES 
To enable the Village Hall management Committee to let the Hall on a regular basis 

on a Monday, the Thriplow Society has agreed to try meeting on a Friday-we realise 

that not everyone will be able to manage Friday anymore than they could manage 

Mondays but we hope that most of you will be able to come. 

 

FRIDAY  OCTOBER 6
TH

  Peter Spalding – Magic Lantern Show 

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 24
th

 – Dr Carenza Lewis – The Making of Time Team 

FRIDAY  JANUARY 19
TH

 – Peter Speak – Cambridge – University and City 

FRIDAY  MARCH 23
RD

 – The Landscape History Group – 1066 & before, the  

origins of Thriplow Part I   

FRIDAY  APRIL 20
TH

 – AGM & Shirley Wittering – 1066 and after, the origins of  

Thriplow Part II 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


